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WL 55 Wheel Loader 5,5 t
Item Number: 0610148

Additional Advantages
 

The large-volume air filter with interior safety cartridge ensures a long life for the engines. Contaminated air
cannot reach the engine. 
The ROPS and FOPS tested cab offers safety, freedom of movement and good 360° visibility. Heater and
fan work efficiently and quietly and keep all windows free of fog and ice. This keeps everything in view in
every situation. 
Inspections can quickly and easily be carried out. Simply tilt the cab and all the important components are
already accessible. 
The multi-function lever: Change of direction, lift movements or the tipping in and out of working tools can
be controlled with one hand. 
Fast changes: Thanks to the hydraulic quick change system, the add-on equipment is easily exchanged. 
The compact wheel loaders develop enormous biting forces through the Z kinematics. Tons of material can
be moved effortless - placed exactly on target. 
High stability against overturning due to the low machine center of gravity and good load distribution. 
The fully spring-mounted, height adjustable, ergonomically shaped comfort seat with safety belt ensures
operator-friendly posture. 

WL 55
High-performance powerhouses

>> Lifting and biting force for professionals.
With their powerful engines, the wheel loaders
WL 55 and WL57 from Wacker Neuson get
through a huge amount of work every day.
These agile and versatile machines are strong
reliable helpers at any construction site and are
ideally suited for a variety of jobs. In addition
they are extremely frugal in consumption and
easy to maintain. Their bright, friendly cabs are
roomy, comfortable and offer excellent 360°
visibility. Very soon you won't want to part with
these high-performance powerhouses.  <<
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Description Metric Imperial
Motor type Deutz (BF4M 2011)

Power 56,0 kW - PS

Speed 2.300 1/min - rpm

Speed 0 - 20 km/h - mph

Operating weight 5.510 kg - lb

Shovel capacity 0,95 m3 - ft3

Overall length with standard shovel 5.729 mm - in

Total width, standard 1.862 mm - in

Height of cab 2.598 mm - in

Total working height 4.408 mm - in

Max. height of bucket pivot point 3.332 mm - in

Inside turning radius 1.656 mm - in

Max. lifting force 5.954 kg - lb

Tipping load with bucket 3.356 kg - lb

Tipping loads with bucket (articulated) 2.834 kg - lb

Tipping loads with pallet fork (straight) 2.857 kg - lb

Tipping loads with pallet fork (articulated) 2.446 kg - lb

Breakout force 4.184 daN - lb

Height over bar - mm - in

Standard Package - WL 55

includes operator's manual and
parts book

Please refer to our Price List and Ordering Guide for complete accessory information.
Specifications may change due to continuous product development. Users are advised to consult Wacker Neuson's Operator's Manual and
website for specific information regarding the engine power rating. Actual power output may vary due to conditions of specific use.
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